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Di!culty level:   

A detention cell.
You are trapped in a cell with a force field over the doorway.  

On the other side of the force field, a lone stormtrooper stands on guard duty.
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You find a hidden panel. With the right 
tools, you could short-circuit the force 
field.

4444 Hidden Wall PanelHidden Wall Panel

!e cell’s force field fades after a faint buzz 
of static. Fortunately, the stormtrooper 
doesn’t seem to notice... yet.

7979 3535
Distracted Distracted 
GuardGuard 4444

Once powered up, the techno-service droid 
looks around the room in excitement. His 
voice crackles to life. “!ank you, master. 
Todo 515 at your service!”

3535
Repaired Repaired 
Todo 515Todo 515

1414 XX

“Nuri Gleb at your service! What can I do 
to help you get out of here?” He flexes his 
muscles, filled with confidence.

1111 0303
Recruited Recruited 
SmugglerSmuggler
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You pry open the droid’s maintenance  
access plate, revealing a tangle of wires 
and nodes.

1414 The Droid’s Wiring PanelThe Droid’s Wiring Panel
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You pry open the droid’s maintenance  
access plate, revealing a tangle of wires 
and nodes.
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A malfunctioning techno-service droid. !ese 
small droids perform a variety of tasks. 
Perhaps you can find a way to repair him.
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A malfunctioning techno-service droid. !ese 
small droids perform a variety of tasks. 
Perhaps you can find a way to repair him.
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You pry open the droid’s maintenance  
access plate, revealing a tangle of wires 
and nodes.

1414 The Droid’s Wiring PanelThe Droid’s Wiring Panel
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Nuri Gleb takes advantage of the guard’s distraction to knock him out.  
You can now go in search of your astromech and cargo.
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A security DOOR is blocking you. Nearby is the keypad for the door control.  
To enter the 4-digit code, press  (code) in the app.

Security DOORSecurity DOOR
6767

You open the door and find yourself facing several stormtroopers  
patrolling the corridor!

4949
Stormtrooper PatrolStormtrooper Patrol 6767

!is cylinder uses an encoded frequency to 
open secured DOORS.

4242 Imperial Code CylinderImperial Code Cylinder
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A security DOOR is blocking you. Nearby is the keypad for the door control.  
To enter the 4-digit code, press  (code) in the app.
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!is cylinder uses an encoded frequency to 
open secured DOORS.
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  To have a chance of escaping this Star Destroyer, you must first find a way to 
get out of your cell. Start by convincing this tattooed smuggler to join you in this 
escape. Enter machine 03  and select the correct hand. Here, what matters is 
the color, not the shape. You understand from his arm tattoo (and his jacket and 
ring) that he is very fond of the color blue. So, select the hand with the blue circle.  
Take card 11 .

  Also, look closely at the malfunctioning techno-service droid ( X ). 
You spot number 14 at the level of his head.   
Take card 14 .

  "en, spot the hidden number 44 in the lower left side of the cell ( 02 ).  
Take card 44 .

  You access the droid’s wiring panel ( 14 ).  
To fix him, reconnect the wires of each color in the order of the numbers. 
"e orange wire forms a 3 while the blue wire forms a 5. 
Take card 35 .

  Instruct the now repaired techno-service droid to short-circuit  
the cell’s force field: 44  + 35  = 79 . 
Take card 79 .

  "e cell’s force field is deactivated. Quickly send your recruit to neutralize 
the stormtrooper before he can notice: 79  + 11  = 90 .  
Take card 90 .

  You need a 4-digit code to open the security door ( 67 ). "ese numbers 
are written on the door but in the wrong sequence. Use the Imperial code 
cylinder ( 42 ) to find the correct sequence. "e pattern at the bottom of the 
cylinder shows the size of the 4 numbers forming the code. So, the numbers 
must be organized in the following order: the largest (3), the shorter (7), the 
larger (1), and the shortest (4). Enter code 3714 in the app. 
Take card 49 .

AN UNFORESEEN 
DELAY

Another captured prisoner shares your cell. 
He loves to gamble but hesitates to join 
the escape e!ort.
“Color me impressed: if you guess which 
hand brings me luck, I’ll go all in with  
your plan.”
Press  (machine) in the app, then enter 
number 0303 .

0303 Tattooed SmugglerTattooed Smuggler
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You hear the familiar beeps and chirps of 
your astromech coming from the other 

3030 Trapped AstromechTrapped Astromech

CONTROL PANEL

– – –
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888 653 222 135

753 786 654 582

150 278 333 444
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A4-J4 hacks into the door system connecting her arm,  
but she needs assistance.

6060
Hacking Into the SystemHacking Into the System 1515 4545

You open the door and find yourself facing several stormtroopers  
patrolling the corridor!

4949
Stormtrooper PatrolStormtrooper Patrol 6767

“Okay, trooper,” one of them remarks, “return to your post.” Tricked by your
disguise, the stormtroopers let you pass, providing access to the corridor.
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You cannot go any farther.  
!e way is blocked by a security DOOR similar to the one you saw earlier.

Another Security DOORAnother Security DOOR
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!is long corridor leads to the hangar bay where your ship is likely being held.
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!e cargo bay doors are sealed shut. Your precious cargo is inside.  
No access code in here! You must get connected to hack into the system!

1515
Sealed Cargo Bay DoorsSealed Cargo Bay Doors 4545
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!e stormtrooper blaster rifle is a powerful weapon.  
Since you need to remain stealthy, you should only fire it in an emergency.
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  Now is not the time to get noticed, blend in by wearing  
stormtrooper armor: 49  + 28  = 77 .  
Take card 77 .

  As previously, organize the 4 numbers of the door( 33 )  
according to their size and the cylinder’s pattern ( 42 ).  
However, this time the word “DOOR” is written backward, 
which means that you must inverse the order of the 
sequence the cylinder provides: the smallest (0), the bigger 
(8), the smaller (1), and the biggest (4). So, enter code 0814  
in the app. 
Take card F .

  You can access your astromech’s cell going through the air duct ( 75 ), 
but the entrance to the duct is secured by lasers. Observe the red lasers, 
they form the +31 modifier. Instruct your newly repaired droid, Todo 515, 
to overload these lasers: 08  + 31 = 39 .  
Take card 39 . 

  To rescue your astromech, join her by going through the air duct.  
First of all, spot your astromech’s cell number on the door of card 30   
(or 50 ), if you shot at it with your blaster 20 ): it is cell 3.  
So, spot its location on the map of the duct system ( 95 ).  
"en enter machine 39  and go from your position to cell 3 according 
to the map ( 95 ): straight, straight, right, right, straight, straight, 
straight, straight, straight, right, straight.  
Take card 45 .

  Your droid, once freed from her cell, can help you recover your  
cargo. Have your astromech hack the cargo bay doors:  
15  + 45  = 60 . 

Take card 60 .

  In the cargo bay, an enemy droid blocks your way.  
To keep moving, threaten him with your blaster rifle: 20  + 65  = 85 . 
Take card 85 .

  Enter machine 60   to hack the door’s terminal. Here, you (the player 
with the app) must question your droid to determine which symbol is the 
correct one among all those of the control panel ( 10 ) and thus, transfer 
to her the 3-digit code paired with that symbol. "e droid can only answer 
questions using the 3 sounds available to her and which correspond to: 
Yes, No, and Maybe.  
When using the appropriate communication, players understand that  
the corresponding symbol to code 150 is .  
"e droid must enter code 150 in the app. 
Take card 65 .



“I am
not

afraid
of you
leave

the cargo bay

A droid blocks your path. 
You need to deal with him 
before going any farther.
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not willing to fight.
a problem. I am much too
to die. Please… I beg
to let me go. Please
me alone. You can enter
going through dock 18.”

8585
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going through dock 18.”
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Among the crates, you find your confiscated cargo, and a mag-lev transport 
sled to move it to your ship.
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Cargo Bay Loading DockCargo Bay Loading Dock 6565 8585
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“Halt right there, trooper,” the deck o!cer 
says when he sees your gear. “You know 
only pilots are allowed inside.”
"is Imperial o!cer blocks access to the 
hangar bay.

6363 ,PSHULDO�'HFN�2IÀFHU,PSHULDO�'HFN�2IÀFHU

!e locker contains an Imperial TIE fighter 
flight suit.

1919 8181
TIE Fighter  TIE Fighter  
Flight SuitFlight Suit

On the wall are the loading instructions.
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!e locker contains an Imperial TIE fighter 
flight suit.
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Glancing up from his datapad, the deck 
o!cer notices your flight suit.
“Okay, pilot,” he says, “you are cleared to 
enter the hangar bay.”
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6464

You enter the hangar bay from the back. Once you’ve gathered your crew and 

cargo, you just need to go to the 2-digit number your ship is docked at.
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You enter the hangar bay from the back. Once you’ve gathered your crew and 
cargo, you just need to go to the 2-digit number your ship is docked at.
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Now that your cargo has been found, it can be loaded aboard your ship.
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Your ship. At last, here she is. Time to load the cargo and make your escape!
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You enter the hangar bay from the back. Once you’ve gathered your crew and 

cargo, you just need to go to the 2-digit number your ship is docked at.
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With your cargo loaded and crew aboard, you reclaim your ship.  
From here, your laser turret is perfectly lined up.
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!is tower controls the force field around 
the hangar bay, preventing ships without 
authorization from taking o".
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Your ship. At last, here she is. Time to load the cargo and make your escape!
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With your cargo loaded and crew aboard, you reclaim your ship.  
From here, your laser turret is perfectly lined up.
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With your cargo loaded and crew aboard, you reclaim your ship.  
From here, your laser turret is perfectly lined up.
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You shoot the control tower, deactivating the force field sealing the hangar bay. 
You fly out of the Star Destroyer, but are followed by a swarm of TIE Fighters!

To complete your escape, you must evade them as you flee!
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  "e Imperial droid ( 85 ) tells you to go through deck 18  
to access the cargo bay. 
Take card 18 .

  You have found your cargo, but it is scattered. You have to prepare it for loading. First, note that each cargo item provides you with  
a number: B  = 0, C  = 0, D  = 8 and E  = 3. "en carefully observe the protocol ( A ): the first letters of each step of the 
protocol match each item of your cargo and thus gives you the order in which to store them: C  (0), D  (8), E  (3), and B  (0).  
Enter code 0830 in the app. Take card 05 . 

  Now, enter machine 81  and open the pilot’s locker using the  
combination displayed on the control screen of the deck o!cer ( 63 ).  
Take card 19 . 

  Now that you are wearing a flight suit, the Imperial deck o!cer lets you access 
the hangar bay: 63  + 19  = 82 .  
Take card 82 .

  Make sure you load the cargo onto your ship  
before escaping: 87  + 05  = 92 .  
Take card 92 .

  You will never be able to leave this Imperial Star Destroyer 
unless you deactivate the force field sealing the hangar bay. 
Shoot the control tower: 54 +45+45  = 99 .  
Take card 99 . 

  Having accessed the hangar bay ( 64 ) from the back, you see the numbers of the docking spaces written upside down. "erefore, 
your ship is not between numbers 88 and 98 but between numbers 86 and 88, i.e., 87.  
Take card 87 .



CONGRATULATIONS! YOU HAVE SUCCESSFULLY  
RECOVERED YOUR CARGO AND ESCAPED THIS DREADFUL 
IMPERIAL STAR DESTROYER. YOU ARE NOW NAVIGATING 

THROUGH HYPERSPACE AT GREAT SPEED TOWARD TATOOINE. 
NOW YOU CAN DELIVER THE CARGO ON TIME TO JABBA.
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  Nope! You’re not in the clear yet. "e Imperial armed forces are tenacious. You will have to execute perfect maneuvers to escape 
the TIE fighters. Enter machine 99  and execute the maneuvers by spotting the exact same symbols on the back of the cards.  
To that end, you can count on your team members: 

-  First, Todo 515 must activate the magnetic shield for you.  
"erefore, you will find the same symbol on the back of the Todo 515 card, 
i.e., card 35 . Enter 35 in machine 99 .

-  "en, instruct Nuri Gleb to open fire.  
"is symbol is on the back of the Nuri Gleb card, card 11 .  
Enter 11 in machine 99 .

-  Wearing your TIE fighter pilot suit, time has now come to execute the perfect 
escape maneuver. Spot the symbol on the back of card 19 , your TIE fighter 
pilot suit, then enter 19 in machine 99 .

-  Having perfectly executed your escape maneuver, you are no longer in the 
Imperial squadron’s firing range. Seize this opportunity and instruct your 
astromech to initiate the jump to hyperspace: this symbol is on the back  
of the astromech, card 45 . Enter 45 in machine 99 .


